Globaltrack

Cross-Border Tracking
Solution

Imagine having constant real-time information of your whole
fleet at a glance and being able to effectively monitor the KPI’s
of your drivers and vehicles.
Globaltrack an award-winning technology based company, has
a fleet management software known as Webtrack. At the core
of Globaltrack’s products and services are solutions for African
fleet management challenges. The aim is to make transportation
cheaper, simpler and more effective.
Globaltrack’s cross-border tracking solution the DUO
950 is an internally designed and developed tracking device,
allowing the user to record and transmit detailed information
from vehicle and driver to the control room.
The advantage of the DUO 950 is that the user can track assets
consistently regardless of the region in which they operate i.e.
non-GPRS coverage areas. As a result of the satellite reporting
capabilities of this unit, users do not have to incur exorbitant
roaming costs.

Since Globaltrack develops the product, it offers great
flexibility and simplicity in terms of continuous innovation. To
ensure operational efficiency, the product is designed for fast
installation.
To boost security the units come with free driver ID’s that can
be used as an anti-start mechanism. In addition to this, the
driver ID’s provide the user with information on the performance
of drivers for the use of incentivising or identifying training
requirements.
This product is also compatible with Globaltrack’s fuel solution
that has been benchmarked as an effective solution in Africa.
This solution assists in preventing fuel contamination, fuel
theft and identifies poor driving behaviour that increases fuel
consumption.

Features and Benefits of the
Cross Border Tracking Solutions
FEATURES

BENEFITS

Iridium Satellite Provider

Excellent satellite visibility and service coverage

Speed monitoring

Tool to reward or reprimand drivers, reduce fuel consumption and maintenance cost

Prohibited night/weekend
driving

Moving report, avoid driver fatigue

Route monitoring

Monitor driving events in high risk areas

Security of load and drivers

Creation of geofences, panic button peripheral, trailer connect & disconnect events

Free driver ID

Closely monitor KPIs

Backup battery

Event of disconnection e.g hijacking, the unit can still report for up to 4 hours after
disconnection.

Sim card removed/ sim card
changed

Alerts the operator of any tampering on the unit

Trip Monitoring in both GPRS
and Satellite

Assist in providing ETAs (Estimated Time of Arrival)

Webtrack

Mobile application can be downloaded for free, it is cloud-based and available in multiple
languages.

Growth and Support Team

Expert Growth and Support Team through successful fleet management

*Our client references are available upon request.

To find out more about our product package, please contact us via phone or email at the contact information listed below.
Globaltrack South Africa
4 Pongola Avenue,
Strathavon 2031
Sandton, South Africa
T: +27 (0)11 262 6545
F: +27 (0)11 262 6542
www.globaltrack.com

Globaltrack Africa
34 Cybercity, Ebène Heights
Mauritius
T +23 (0)525 73 214
E: info@globaltrack.com
www.globaltrack.com

Globaltrack Mozambique
Av. Patrice Lumumba,
nº 193 Matola Fomento,
Moçambique
T: +258 82 0460290
E: info@globaltrack.co.mz
www.globaltrack.co.mz

Globaltrack Nigeria
Legacy Place 2nd Floor
Block 139A Plot1
3rd Roundabout Lekki1
Lekki, Lagos
T: +234 (01) 291 0691
E: info@globaltrack.com
www.globaltrack.com

Globaltrack Kenya
Wilson Business Park
Suite No.26 Ground Floor
Langata Road, Nairobi
T: +27 (0)11 262 6545
E: info@globaltrack.com
www.globaltrack.com

